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Abstract
We study the characteristic features of J/ψ suppression by deconfinement. A
first order deconfinement transition leads to an essentially discontinuous onset of
anomalous J/ψ suppression. The different energy densities required for the disso-
ciation of different charmonium states result in a two-step suppression pattern, in
which first the J/ψ’s from χc decay are suppressed and subsequently the directly
produced J/ψstates. Combining both features leads to a unique form of J/ψ sup-
pression in a deconfining medium.
The suppression of J/ψ production observed in nuclear collisions, from p − A up to
central S−U interactions, can be understood as pre-resonance charmonium absorption in
normal nuclear matter [1, 2]. In contrast, recent data from Pb− Pb show a considerably
stronger (and hence ‘anomalous’) suppression [3], which may be a first indication [4] of
the predicted signature for colour deconfinement [5]. The main difference between such an
interpretation and conventional attempts in terms of hadronic comovers [6]-[8] lies in the
fact that deconfinement, as a critical phenomenon, sets in at some specific temperature
or density, while dissociation in a hadronic medium must occur to some extent for all
conditions. The nature of the onset of anomalous suppression thus obtains a particular
qualitative importance in the search for its origin.
A number of studies have tried to check whether the existing experimental errors still
allow a gradual change from slight suppression in cooler S − U to strong suppression
in hotter Pb − Pb collisions. Though such efforts quantitatively encounter considerable
difficulties, it would be more satisfactory to establish the onset of a new state of matter
already on a qualitative level. If the deconfinement transition were of first order, the on-
set of anomalous suppression would become discontinuous, which should remain as a very
abrupt onset even when averaged over an ET range. Deconfinement, whether treated in
terms of screening [9, 10] or in terms of gluon-charmonium interactions [11], always leads
to an easier dissociation for the excited states χc(1P ) and ψ
′(2S) than for the ground state
ψ(1S). Since the J/ψ’s observed in nuclear collisions are only about 60 % directly pro-
duced ψ(1S), with the remainder coming from excited states, a deconfinement suppression
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should show distinct different onsets [12]. Both the abrupt onset of deconfinement and
the two-step suppression pattern by their very nature rule out all conventional scenarios.
The aim of this paper is therefore to study the effect of the transition pattern on the
observable suppression.
Lattice studies of finite temperature QCD [13, 14] lead to an equation of state of the
form shown in Fig. 1, with a sharp increase of the entropy density s(T ) in the vicinity of
the deconfinement temperature Tc, from a low hadronic value to a much higher one in the
quark-gluon plasma. In pure SU(3) gauge theory, the transition is of first order; in full
QCD, its order is not yet clear at this time, but some recent work [15] suggests also here
first order. In the present paper, we want to investigate the effect of a first order transition
in a nuclear collision environment, keeping in mind in particular the small volume aspects
of such reactions, and study its consequences on J/ψ suppression.
Consider the medium produced in the passage of two heavy nuclei. It will be hadronic
as long as the energy density remains below a critical value ǫc ≡ ǫ(Tc). For ǫ > ǫc,
the hadronic phase will become metastable and eventually undergo a transition to the
quark-gluon plasma. This transition proceeds through formation of bubbles of the new
deconfined phase, which must be large enough to overcome the interface tension σ between
the two phases. Let us determine this critical size [16]. The free energy needed to produce
a bubble is
F = −V δP + A σ, (1)
where V is the volume of the bubble, A its surface area, and δP = Pq − Ph the pressure
difference between the deconfined inside and the hadronic outside. The pressure difference
can be expressed in terms of the latent heat L of the transition,
δP = L τ, (2)
with τ ≡ (T −Tc)/Tc specifying the amount of overheating above the critical temperature
Tc. For spherical bubbles, Eq. (1) becomes
F (r, T ) = −
4πr3
3
L τ + 4πr2 σ. (3)
The derivative dF/dr changes signs at the critical radius
rc(T ) =
2σ
Lτ
; (4)
for r < rc, the bubble is unstable, shrinks and disappears again, while for r > rc it
expands and thus leads to the new phase.
Precise results from finite temperature lattice QCD are at present available only for
pure SU(3) gauge theory [17]; but these should provide some indication of what it to be
expected. Here one finds
σ/T 3c = 0.0155± 0.0016; L/T
4
c = 1.80± 0.18, (5)
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which leads to
rc(T ) ≃
0.02
(T − Tc)
(6)
for the critical radius. An overheating by T − Tc = 1 MeV thus implies a critical radius
rc ≃ 4 fm; the actual amount of overheating in realistic high energy nuclear collision
conditions is of course difficult to estimate.
Next, we have to determine the rate (per unit time) of bubble formation in an over-
heated medium. It has the general form
dR
dt
∼ exp{−F (r, T )/T}, (7)
which with Eq. (3) leads to
dR
dt
∼ exp
(
−
16πσ3
3TL2τ 2
)
. (8)
The evaluation of the pre-exponential factor requires detailed knowledge of the dynamics
of heating and the properties of the system [18]. The crucial feature, however, is the
non-analytic behaviour of expression (8) as the critical temperature is approached, i.e.,
for τ → 0. It implies that even a relatively small amount of overheating will bring the
entire system into the new phase, through the formation and expansion of bubbles [19].
Let us now apply these general considerations to charmonium dissociation in the pro-
duced environment. The essential aspect for this is that the deconfinement transition
proceeds through formation of bubbles of some minimal size. While we obviously cannot
perform a parameter-free calculation, we want to show that the basic nature of the tran-
sition leads to a characteristic onset of suppression which seems difficult to obtain in any
conventional approach.
The minimal bubble size requires that the volume of hot and dense medium produced
in high energy collisions must exceed some critical value, so that we need sufficiently
central collisions of sufficiently heavy nuclei. It moreover implies that the creation of the
new phase occurs abruptly in a significant fraction of the produced volume. If a specific
charmonium state is dissociated inside the bubble, this means a discontinuous onset of
suppression as function of centrality in a given A − A collision; the suppression sets in
when the critical density is overcome in a large enough volume. We shall here assume that
the given charmonium state is dissociated if and only if it finds itsself within a bubble of
deconfined phase.
We thus consider the formation of ‘hot’ bubbles of size B consisting of a deconfined
medium. A charmonium state produced in a nucleus-nucleus collision with impact para-
meter b and at point s in the transverse plane of the medium will then have the following
survival probability S(b, s):
• If (b, s) is not in the region B, or if B < Bc, where Bc is a bubble of minimal size
(6), or if the energy density in the bubble, ǫ(B), is less than that at the critical
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temperature, ǫ(B) < ǫc ≡ ǫ(Tc), then
SB(b, s) = 1, (9)
i.e., there is no (anomalous) suppression.
• If however, (b, s) is in B, the bubble volume is large enough, B ≥ Bc, and the energy
density in the bubble is high enough, ǫ(B) ≥ ǫ(Tc), then
SB(b, s) = 0, (10)
i.e., the charmonium state is destroyed.
Let us now see what this means for the observed J/ψ suppression pattern.
We have assumed in Eq. (10) that a given charmonium state is dissociated as soon
as the medium within the bubble is deconfined. Studies of the melting of quarkonia in
hot matter [9, 10] show that this is correct for the χc and the ψ
′, but that the 1S state
ψ because of its much smaller size in fact needs a higher energy density or temperature
to be dissociated. The experimentally observed J/ψ’s are about 32 % due to χ decay
and about 8 % to ψ′ decay [20]; the remaining 60 % are directly produced as ψ(1S).
At the onset of bubble formation, we thus expect an immediate onset of suppression for
that part of J/ψ production which comes from χ and ψ′ decay. Directly produced J/ψ’s
will be suppressed only when the temperature of the bubbles has increased sufficiently to
reach the melting point of the ψ(1S); the above mentioned studies suggest that this takes
place at about 1.1 to 1.2 Tc. At this value, the experimental survival probability should
thus show a further decrease. As a result, we obtain a characteristic two-step suppression
pattern due to the successive onsets of the different quarkonium states [9] - [12].
The crucial variables determining the critical behaviour of J/ψ production are, as we
have seen, the critical temperature or energy density for deconfinement and the critical
bubble size. In view of the quantitative uncertainties in our picture, we will here fix both
empirically and then check whether the resulting values make sense. A measure for the
initial temperature of the produced medium is provided by the density nw of participant
or wounded nucleons, since the number of wounded nucleons determines the number of
secondary hadrons and hence the energy density produced in the collision.
To determine the actual survival probability of a charmonium state i in a nuclear
collision, we have to convolute its formation probability SiGl(b, s) [2] with the bubble
probability (9/10), giving us
Si(b) =
∫
d2s SiGl(b, s) SB(b, s), (11)
where the role of the state i enters through the value of the temperature or energy density
needed for melting. To relate this in turn to the measured survival probability at constant
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transverse hadron energy ET , we have to convolute Si(b) with the ET − b correlation
function P (ET , b) [2],
Si(ET ) =
∫
d2b P (ET , b) Si(b). (12)
Using the mentioned fractional composition of J/ψ production in terms of χ, ψ′ and
direct ψ states, we finally obtain
SJ/ψ(ET ) ≃ 0.4 Sχ(ET ) + 0.6 Sψ(ET ), (13)
where we have combined the suppression of J/ψ’s produced through intermediate χ and
ψ′ states in Sχ, neglecting any addditional possible ψ
′ suppression the hadronic environ-
ment outside of the bubbles. To illustrate the resulting suppression pattern, we have to
fix the critical bubble size Bc, as well as the threshold values for deconfinement and for
the later onset of direct ψ melting.
In Fig. 2, we compare the J/ψ suppression data [3] to the pattern obtained from Eq.
(17) with a transverse bubble radius 3.0 fm and critical densities of wounded nucleons 1.8
fm−2 for the χ, 3.5 fm−2 for the direct ψ. With 1.5 pions of 0.5 GeV energy each produced
per unit central rapidity for a wounded nucleon, this corresponds to a deconfinement en-
ergy density of about 1.4 GeV/fm3, in good agreement with screened potential calculations
[9, 10] and estimates based on lattice QCD [14]. The energy density for the melting of the
ψ becomes about twice that, again in accord with screened potential calculations [9, 10].
The location of the discontinuity at deconfinement as well as the second drop at the onset
of direct J/ψ suppression are obviously dependent on the choice of the three parame-
ters involved; we have here not tried to optimize the description, but just chosen values
which reproduce approximately the behaviour of the published data. A quantitative fit
will be made as soon as the forthcoming higher statistics data are available. The form of
the suppression we have obtained is, however, quite general. The abrupt onset and the
characteristic two-step nature of the suppression are direct reflections of the transition
order and of the successive melting of the different charmonium components. The entire
pattern is qualitatively very different from any hadronic absorption picture. It therefore
would, if indeed observed in higher statistics data, constitute a significant confirmation
for the onset of deconfinement in nuclear collisions.
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Figure Captions
Fig. 1: Temperature dependence of the entropy density in pure SU(3) gauge theory [13]
Fig. 2: J/ψ suppression for a first order deconfinement transition and different dissociation
points for χ and direct ψ; parameters are fixed using presently published data [3].
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